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I was born in Syracuse, NY and I was raised in Cape Vincent,
a small town in Upstate New York. The town was close to the
Canadian border and it was also close to the Thousand
Islands; where Boldt castle was built on Heart Island. I
graduated from Thousand Islands High school in Clayton, NY.
During my Junior and Senior years, I was able to attend
Jefferson Technical Vocational School in Watertown, NY;
Where I took courses for Graphic Designing. When I was a
young girl, I had a passion for writing and a very vivid
imagination. By the time I was a teenager; I began to put that
imagination into action and thats when my stories began. Ive
since moved to Beulah, AL and settled down to raise my 6
year old son, Zackary, as a single mom and three cats...2
Siamese, named Rozzie and Tasha and a Black and white
(tuxedo) named Rooney and we are loving every moment of
it. My current job is working as a Receptionist at a Veterinary
Hospital.
Breathing a new city of Los Angeles to life, through urban art
and performance.
Seven short stories from best-selling authors D.C. McGannon
& C. Michael McGannon. The stories take place in the
fictional worlds of Divinity, FL, and the dark, foreboding City of
Apocalypse. "Creepy as hell." "Irreverent, bizarre. I'm
sleeping with the lights on tonight." The first in a volume of 3
books in an expanding, connected universe. Experience the
psychological, physical, and spiritual darkness for yourself,
ranging from the subtle to the extreme. "Very scary stuff.
[The] Gravewindow is a favorite of mine. Transient is
terrifying. Skin is visceral. It's like looking under a magnifying
glass, decay up close and personal, and it's really disgusting."
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"Terrifying!" "... I love this book! I want two copies ... this is
premium stuff!" BONUS: Includes author notes for each story
and definitions. Also included, the seventh story "Carnival
Street" that links the worlds of Divinity, FL and the City of
Apocalypse in a most "terrifying" and "disturbing" way.
Experience the " ... visceral terror ..." "The writing really
stands out ... superb ... rich!" "I'm going to take a short break
from this horror ... and breathe some fresh air. You just had to
give me the creeps!" Intended for mature audiences only, due
to language, graphic description, violence, and themes.
www.DarkWatersPress.com
Ken Mooney brings the demons and the Greek gods back to
our world in the exciting sequel to Godhead. Olympus has
been restored, and demons ravage the world once more.
Aphrodite, ally to the demons for so long, has eaten of the
sacred tree, her full powers restored; Hannah Noakes,
daughter of Hera, claimed her birthright with a bloody murder
that may be the loss of her soul. And Unity Vaughan has
risen from the dead with the power to defeat a goddess. To a
dead god-king, they are all part of a bigger plan, a plan that is
older than the city, older even than the gods. Deep beneath
Olympus, bound by the crystal roots of an impossible tree, the
Father of Demons stirs.
A study in the collision between Western medicine and the
beliefs of a traditional culture focuses on a hospitalized child
of Laotian immigrants whose belief that illness is a spiritual
matter comes into conflict with doctors' methods.

At the heart of the universe is a steady, insistent
beat, the sound of cycles in sync. Along the tidal
rivers of Malaysia, thousands of fireflies congregate
and flash in unison; the moon spins in perfect
resonance with its orbit around the earth; our hearts
depend on the synchronous
firing of ten thousand
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pacemaker cells. While the forces that synchronize
the flashing of fireflies may seem to have nothing to
do with our heart cells, there is in fact a deep
connection. Synchrony is a science in its infancy,
and Strogatz is a pioneer in this new frontier in which
mathematicians and physicists attempt to pinpoint
just how spontaneous order emerges from chaos.
From underground caves in Texas where a French
scientist spent six months alone tracking his sleepwake cycle, to the home of a Dutch physicist who in
1665 discovered two of his pendulum clocks
swinging in perfect time, this fascinating book spans
disciplines, continents, and centuries. Engagingly
written for readers of books such as Chaos and The
Elegant Universe, Sync is a tour-de-force of
nonfiction writing.
Hey There Darlin' is an apocalypse humor serial
featuring two lesbian leads. The serial began release
in February 2019 and finished Part 1 in August 2020.
It follows the chaotic adventures of The Devil's
Daughter and CowGirl, along with side chapters of
The Devil's Daughter's ever-expanding family.
Compacted with everything from Notre Dame
burning, to Storming Area 51, and the fall of the
Fourth Pyramid, the romance of two women who
watch the fall of heaven and the collapse of hell, is
an ever-refreshing sense of humor during tough
times. 91 chapters 99,048 words 342 (8.5x11) pages
= approximately 1,368 5x7 pages Apocalypse
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Humor, Science Fiction, Extraterrestrial,
Supernatural, Mythological Gods
Kiersten White, New York Times bestselling author
of Paranormalcy, is back with The Chaos of Stars,
an enchanting novel set in Egypt and San Diego that
captures the magic of first love and the eternally
complicated truth about family. Blending Ally Carter's
humor and the romance of Cynthia Hand's
Unearthly, The Chaos of Stars takes readers on an
unforgettable journey halfway across the world and
back, and proves there's no place like home.
Isadora's family is seriously screwed up—which
comes with the territory when you're the human
daughter of the Egyptian gods Isis and Osiris.
Isadora is tired of her immortal relatives and their
ancient mythological drama, so when she gets the
chance to move to California with her brother, she
jumps on it. But her new life comes with plenty of its
own dramatic—and dangerous—complications . . . and
Isadora quickly learns there's no such thing as a
clean break from family.
The following is the last book of the Science Fiction
journaling series, which started as Unrequited Love
Letters. This series is wholly experimental, dealing
with Extraterrestrial contact and hybrids of mythos
storylines. It maintains a general day to day
journaling feel, while exploring supernatural ideas.
Word Count: 97,795 Page Count: 840 (5 x 7)
Set includes revised editions of some issues.
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Serkan Görkemli is Assistant Professor of English at the
University of Connecticut-Stamford.
Written by USA Today Bestselling Author, Cassie Alexandra.
Cover model - Gus Smyrnios Photographer - Christopher
John (CJC Photography) Cover Designer - Kellie Dennis /
Book Cover By Design First book in this series is FREE Resisting the Biker Nothing is ever fair in love and war,
especially when the woman of your dreams is the same one
seeking to destroy you. If he plays his cards right, Hollywood
(Jayce Morris) is hoping to become a newly patched member
of the Gold Vipers, a notorious biker club located in the
Midwest. Life is good and he's never been happier, until he
becomes the target of an assassin. A woman who isn't just
psychotic, but the most beautiful creature he's ever laid eyes
on. Growing up in foster care, Ava Rhodes learned how to
survive unspeakable abuse at the hands of the very same
people paid to protect her. Whenever things turned ugly, she
went to that special place in her mind, where childhood
memories kept her sane. The faint but cherished ones of her
older brother, Andrew, the guy who used to sing her lullabies
and make early morning pancakes. Years pass and
memories fade… but not completely, and when Ava finally
gets her shit together, she decides to search for her long-lost
brother. When she learns he’s been murdered by the Gold
Vipers, she sets out to destroy everyone involved, including
Hollywood, one of the last to see Andrew alive. This story
contains crude language, sexual situations, and violence. Is
not suitable for readers under the age of 18. Please do not
buy if any of this offends you. This is a work of fiction and is
not meant to be a true depiction of a motorcycle club. It was
written for entertainment only. Cover model - Gus Smyrnios
Photographer - Christopher John (CJC Photography) Cover
Designer - Kellie Dennis / Book Cover By Design Search
Terms: MC biker romance, The Biker Series, biker, mc
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romance, steamy romance, sexy, dark erotica, dark romance,
billionaire obsession, Billionaire, Billionaire bad boys club,
billionaire romance, Motorcycle Action Adventure,
contemporary romance, romance, Motorcycle Club Romance,
Motorcycle Club, best seller series,
Destroying the Biker (The Biker) An MC Biker
RomanceCassie Alexandra
This book, originally published in 2002, argues that the
Mongol invasion of the thirteenth century precipitated a
transformation of marriage and property law in China that
deprived women of their property rights and reduced their
legal and economic autonomy. It describes how after a period
during which women's property rights were steadily
improving, and laws and practices affecting marriage and
property were moving away from Confucian ideals, the
Mongol occupation created a new constellation of property
and gender relations that persisted to the end of the imperial
era. It shows how the Mongol-Yüan rule in China ironically
created the conditions for radical changes in the law, which
for the first time brought it into line with the goals of Learning
the Way Confucians and which curtailed women's financial
and personal autonomy. The book evaluates the Mongol
invasion and its influence on Chinese law and society.
Four native Chinese realize their dreams and immigrate to
America, where even warring Chinese organized crime
families, hardship, and prejudice cannot keep them from
finding love and freedom

"[Presents brief biographies of various Christian men
and women who helped to shape the Christian faith
and church throughout history. Written for ages
seven and up]"--Provided by publisher.
Since Catelynn Lowell and Tyler Baltierra shared
their story of teen pregnancy
and adoption on the
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MTV's 16 and Pregnant and Teen Mom, they've
been known for their inspiring commitment to
growing up right. Between their experience placing
their first daughter for adoption, and their struggle to
cope with problems in their families, Catelynn and
Tyler were challenged in every imaginable way. But
against all odds, the childhood sweethearts rose
above the dysfunction to become responsible adults
whose story has inspired many others. How did two
troublemaking kids from the trailer park make it
through the storm of family dysfunction, teen
pregnancy, and adoption without letting go of each
other? What gave them the strength to conquer the
chaos of their lives and go on to become people their
children could be proud of? And what really
happened when the cameras weren't there? Now, in
their debut book, Catelynn and Tyler tell the story in
their own words...and they leave nothing out. From
the wild behavior that went down before MTV to their
experiences learning and teaching about adoption,
Catelynn and Tyler lay it all out on the table. Open,
honest, raw, and real, Conquering Chaos is an
incredible look at two young people who beat the
odds and used their victories to give hope to others.
TABLE OF CONTENTS DEADLY BEAUTIES by
C.M. Owens TUESDAY'S CHILD by Dale Mayer
ETERNAL VOWS by Chrissy Peebles SEVENTH
MARK by W.J. May SIAN'S SOLUTION by Dale
Mayer CRUSH by Chrissy Peebles RADIUM HALOS
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– THE SENSELESS SERIES by W.J. May
DAUGHTER OF APHRODITE by C.M. Owens
DEADLY BEAUTIES By C.M. OWENS Book Blurb:
The deadliest things in this world are usually the
most beautiful… seconds before they attack. Alyssa
Coldwell decides to put her destiny as an immortal
witch to the side, so she can take the chance to live
like a normal girl amongst regular humans before
she too is part of the fey world. She wants a break
from magic and all the dangerous drama that comes
with it, but life doesn't always let you do as you
please. Magic is supposed to be simple - you're
either light or dark. But Alyssa is brutally awakened
when she learns that life isn't always so simple.
There are gray areas, and there is more to being
light than simply saying you are. But magic isn't her
only problem, humans have problems as well. When
she meets Kane Ice, she finds herself in a situation
she's never been before. She's been sheltered by
her overly protective mother, so being with a guy
hasn't ever been an easy task. Kane makes it
impossible not to try... while she can. Though she
knows she'll have to leave him once her body turns
immortal, she can't help but fall for him. What's the
problem with a witch loving a human? So, so many
things. Her world is too dangerous, and her attempt
to take a break from it fails miserably when her
mother is taken captive. With danger always around
her, she knows Kane will never be safe. But it's too
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hard to let him go. Kane's not so fragile though, and
he refuses to lose the only girl he's ever really cared
for. Secrets are a part of Alyssa's life, but she's not
the only one with a locked vault full of unspoken
truths. When the secrets come out, Alyssa loses all
her faith, her will, and her hope. Warning: This is
book one of a four book series. *Descriptive sex
*Language *And some really hot men TUESDAY'S
CHILD By DALE MAYER What she doesn't want...is
exactly what he needs. Shunned and ridiculed all her
life for something she can't control, Samantha Blair
hides her psychic abilities and lives on the fringes of
society. Against her will, however, she's tapped into
a killer--or rather, his victims. Each woman's murder,
blow-by-blow, ravages her mind until their death
releases her back to her body. Sam knows she must
go to the authorities, but will the rugged, nononsense detective in charge of tracking down the
killer believe her? Detective Brandt Sutherland only
trusts hard evidence, yet Sam's visions offer clues
he needs to catch a killer. The more he learns about
her incredible abilities, however, the clearer it
becomes that Sam's visions have put her in the
killer's line of fire. Now Brandt must save her from
something he cannot see or understand...and risk
losing his heart in the process. As danger and desire
collide, passion raises the stakes in a game Sam
and Brandt don't dare lose. ETERNAL VOWS By
CHRISSY PEEBLES (Book 1 in The Ruby Ring
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Saga) This is a time travel, fantasy, paranormal
romance adventure. Never marry a stranger...even if
he is a drop-dead gorgeous immortal king. Never
pretend to be a princess. And most
importantly...never slip on an ancient wedding ring
you know nothing about. Book Blurb: Sarah Larker
returns to a cave where her sister disappeared ten
years earlier. She walks through a portal and is
mistaken for a runaway princess on the run by a
dangerous immortal king in medieval times. Her plan
is bold as well as daring—become this princess, wed
the king, and slip on an ancient wedding ring that will
unlock the portal back home. Then find her sister
and run as fast as she can out of Dodge. But taking
on the identity of Princess Gloria comes along with
dangerous consequences; and slipping on the ruby
ring comes with an even higher price. SEVENTH
MARK By W.J. MAY Book Blurb: Like most
teenagers, Rouge is trying to figure out who she is
and what she wants to be. With little knowledge
about her past, she has questions but has never
tried to find the answers. Everything changes when
she befriends a strangely intoxicating family. Siblings
Grace and Michael, appear to have secrets which
seem connected to Rouge. Her hunch is confirmed
when a horrible incident occurs at an outdoor party.
Rouge may be the only one who can find the
answer. An ancient journal, a Sioghra necklace and
a special mark force life-altering decisions for a girl
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who grew up unprepared to fight for her life or
others. All secrets have a cost and Rouge’s
determination to find the truth can only lead to
trouble…or something even more sinister. Sian's
Solution By Dale Mayer (A paranormal romance
short story featuring Sian and Taz from the Family
Blood Ties Series) Sometimes the depth of love is
only understood when it is lost forever... When a
vampire discovers the human man she loves has
been captured and hung in a blood farm, she goes
against her own kind and risks everything to save
him. Sian Tallant is a scientist and a vampire. Her
lover is a doctor and a human. Their relationship is
taboo. Taz doesn't know that she is a vampire. But
when she tried to break up with him, he followed her
into vampire territory and was captured. Now it is up
to Sian to free the man she loves - even though he
might hate her for what she is. CRUSH By CHRISSY
PEEBLES ***This is an young adult vampire
series*** His precious touch could prove deadly…
Book Blurb: When Taylor Sparks moves from New
York City to Big Bear Lake, California, her life is
forever changed when she meets a hot guy with
winter-blue eyes named Jesse. Their attraction is
instant, the chemistry undeniable. But sadly, things
aren't adding up. Taylor wonders what her 'crush' is
hiding. When her new friend, Fred tells her his
suspicions about Jesse being a paranormal creature,
Taylor laughs. But when Fred turns up dead, she
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believes every warning he ever told her. Taylor is
shocked to learn that Big Bear Lake isn't just
glittering lakes, towering pines, and breathtaking
mountains...there's more...way more than meets the
eye. Will Taylor dive into a paranormal world she
knows nothing about? To be with the one her heart
can’t live without? RADIUM HALOS – THE
SENSELESS SERIES By W.J. MAY Radium Halos
Book Blurb: Everyone needs to be a hero at one
point in their life. The small town of Elliot Lake will
never be the same again. Caught in a sudden
thunderstorm, Zoe, a high school senior from Elliot
Lake, and five of her friends take shelter in an
abandoned uranium mine. Over the next few days,
Zoe’s hearing sharpens drastically, beyond what
any normal human being can detect. She tells her
friends, only to learn that four others have an
increased sense as well. Only Kieran, the new boy
from Scotland, isn’t affected. Fashioning themselves
into superheroes, the group tries to stop the strange
occurrences happening in their little town. Muggings,
break-ins, disappearances, and murder begin to hit
too close to home. It leads the team to think
someone knows about their secret – someone who
wants them all dead. An incredulous group of
heroes. A traitor in the midst. Some dreams are
written in blood. Daughter of Aphrodite By C.M.
OWENS Book Blurb: Falling in love is impossible
when you’re unaware of a curse. Crippling
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insecurities fester and take control when you’ve only
ever tasted the bitter sting of betrayal. And trusting is
impossible, especially when the man you love has
secrets he won’t share. But what happens when you
have even bigger secrets you didn’t know existed?
After having her heart shattered too many times,
Adisia Titan gives up on men… or so she thinks. Her
resolve wavers, falters, and then dissolves when
Devin Cole appears in her life. He’s rich, sexy, and…
persistent. Every alarm she has goes off, but she
can’t tear herself away from the man who refuses to
let her go. The problem? He has secrets, and in her
experience, secrets lead to a broken heart. How do
you learn to trust when you’ve only ever been
proven a fool for doing such? Devin’s secrets finally
emerge, but Adisia can’t fathom the impossible. All
hell breaks loose when she learns she has secrets of
her own – secrets that will forever change the life
she never knew she loved. They were forgotten,
written off as myths, and dismissed as the past
ramblings of imaginative minds, but the Greek
immortals still exist, and they live among us, hiding
in plain sight. Warning: This is book one of a trilogy
*Trilogy complete *No descriptive sex *Language
*And some really hot men This is a free download.
Download this free book while the deal lasts!
(Paranormal romance & urban fantasy featuring
vampires, werewolves, psychic detectives, gods,
time travel romance and more!) Keywords: urban
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fantasy, gothic, free, freebie, free ebook, free
romance, free vampire, free romance ebook, free
fantasy book, free dark fantasy, free lycan, free
werewolf, free romance book, paranormal, vampire,
serial, romance, free romance books, free romance
book, romance, free, freebie, free book, free ebook,
free romance ebook, free romance book, free
romance novel, free book, free romance books, free
fantasy, free paranormal, teen, young adult, vampire
love story, vampires, werewolves, witches, dark
fantasy, supernatural, immortals, time travel
romance, fantasy adventure
"What does everyone in the modern world need to
know? [The author's] answer to this most difficult of
questions uniquely combines the hard-won truths of
ancient tradition with the stunning revelations of
cutting-edge scientific research. [The author
discusses] discussing discipline, freedom, adventure
and responsibility, distilling the world's wisdom into
12 practical and profound rules for life"-This rare dictionary was begun by Gregory
Mengarini, S.J., in the 1840's.
What's it like growing up as the offspring of rock royalty?
Living through bizarre backstage – and onstage –
experiences, unconventional childhoods, drugs, debts and
mad babysitters, the subjects of this book may have grown up
quickly but their backgrounds shaped them in very different
ways. In this frank and affectionate book, Zoë Street Howe
meets the children of iconic music figures and discovers if a
rock star parent really is a blessing or a curse.
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